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SUMMARY
The paper consid ers the poten tial of a Shaw-t ype
rotary compr essor, in which two drums rotate
contin uously about inclin ed axes so that hollow
cranke d sleeve s which connec t them can be used as
cylind ers in which the gas is compr essed.
It is
shown tllat the machin e is in perfec t balanc e, and
tllat the areas availa ble for siting the valves are
mucll larger than in recipr ocatin g compr essors .
Multi- stage and oil-fr ee delive ry versio ns are
shown to be feasib le, and there is the possi bility
of a compr essor driven by an intern al combu stion
engine , all contai ned within one pair of drums,
whicn would provid e an excep tional ly compac t air
supply .

rotary compr essor as one that falls into one of
the
follow ing sub-d ivisio ns:- vane type, rotati ng
eccen tric type, liquid piston type and double
impel ler type.
These types are usuall y used in
applic ations wllere relati vely low delive ry pressu
r~
are requir ed. They are compa ct, as tne lack of
recipr ocatin g masses allows them to be run at
higller rotati onal speeds , but their compo nents are
subjec t to higher wear rates. The Shaw compr essor
shares at least some of these advan tages, alUwu
gn
it is not a rotary machin e in tlle sense define d
by
ChlUJDSky.
DESCRIP'l'IOl'i OF THE WORKING P J.ti1~ Cl<' LES

INTRODUCTION
For some three years work has been in progre ss at
Unive rsity Colleg e Cardif f on the develo pment of
a
rotary intern al combu stion engine of the type
descri bed in refs. land 2, which is referr ed to
as
the Shaw rotary engine .
The presen t paper
descri bes a compr essor which works with essen tially
the same geome try, and includ es a specim en design
in some detail , based on experi ence with tlle engine
develo pment .
A Shaw compr essor is a positi ve displa cemen t
machin e.
Chlumsky (ref.3 ) catego rises positi ve
displa cemen t compr essors as follow s:- piston
compr essors , membrane compr essors and rotary
compr essors .
The piston type of compr essor is
define d as a compr essor in which the gas volume
change s due to the action of one or two reciprocati ng piston s moving axiall y within a cylind er.
This type of compr essor is usuall y used in application s where a relati vely high delive ry pressu re
is requir ed (3 bar and above) , since leakag e is
small.
The Shaw machin e would best fit into this
divisi on as its gas compr essing volume is bounde
d
by two piston s which have a relati ve oscill atory
motion to their cylind er.
It is envisa ged that
the Shaw machin e would be used in applic ations
where multi- cylind er piston type compr essors are
curren tly used, as it would have the basic prope
rties of a piston type compr essor togeth er with the
inhere nt balanc e and some o£ the compa ctness of
the
rotary types of compr essor.
Ref.3 define s a

A Shaw machin e consis ts of two drums which rotate
about axes that are inclin ed to each otller and tllis
is illust rated in fig.l. Each drum nasa numbe
r of
bores that are equi-s paced around a pitcn circle
diame ter: only one set of bores is shown in fig.l.
Corres pondin g bores in each drum are linkea witn
a
cranke d sleeve , the crank angle of the sleeve being
the same as the angle of inclin ation betwee n the
two fixed axes.
By fixing piston s to eacn drum
within the bores of the cranke d sleeve , an enclos
ea
volume is obtain ed whicll varies sinuso idally witn
a~gle of drum rotati on.
Valves are arrang ed so
that the gas would be induct ed throug ll tne crown
of
one piston during the expans ion part of the cycle
and delive red throug h the other piston crown during
the compr ession part of the cycle.
A set of bevel gears is placed at the centre of
the
two drums to ensure synchr onous drum rotati on and
w
transm it drive throug h one drum to the other so
tll~
each drum transm its an equal drivin g force to eacll
side of the cranke d sleeve s.
To drive a cranke d
sleeve throug h the compr ession part of the cycle,
work must be perfor med in opposi ng the net gas
pressu re imbala nce caused by the cranke d nature
of
the sleeve .
This gas force has no turnin g moment
about the axes in the maximum and minimum volume
positi ons of the workin g chamb er: this is
analog ous to the top and bottom dead centre positions on a conve ntiona l recipr ocatin g macllin e where
the piston gas forces have no turnin g tnoment about
the cranks haft axis.
For a given gas pressu re,
the maximum turnin g moment of the gas imbala nce
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Drums

P1stons fixed to

Fig.l

Basic Shaw Machine Components

force on the Shaw machin e is 90° away from the
g
maximum and minimum volume positi ons of the workin
er.
chamb
In practi ce, the two inclin ed axes on which the
at
drums rotate would be formed by two shafts joined
the centre point of the machin e and attach ed at
This frame
their outer ends to a rigid frame.
could take the form of a struct ure that enclos es
all the rotati ng parts of the machin e as is shown
in fig.2, which is a demon stratio n layout of a Shaw
r
type compr essor with four cranke d sleeve s. Furthe
discus sion of this layout is given in the sectio n
entitl ed 'Descr iption of a Design for a Shaw Type
Compr essor'.

Fig.2

MACHINE KINEMATIC EQUATIONS

in
The motion of the sleeve s is consid ered in detail
any
of
set
a
that
shown
is
it
where
dix,
the Appen
round the drums is
nu~er of sleeve s equall y spaced
appare nt compl exity
the
e
Despit
e.
balanc
t
in perfec
of the motion , there are no out-of -balan ce
compo nents, which is ideal as it means that no
balanc e masses need to be added.

In additi on to the inerti a force, the follow ing
other forces act on a cranke d sleeve :- net gas
force due to the cranke d nature of the sleeve and
s
machin e mecha nism, frictio n/drag forces and couple
ons,
reacti
g
bearin
bore
to
sleeve
arisin g from the

Shaw Type Rotary Compr essor - 40
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0

sleeve angle

and the sleeve to bore bearing reactions themselves.
In order to balance the bearing friction/drag
couples satisfactorily, it is necessary for the bore
reactions to have a reasonable moment arm with which
to act.
This implies that, for a given engine
angle and machine design, the length of the sleeve
to bore bearing surface must be above a certain
value.
Not enough is yet understood about the
sleeve to bore reactions to make a more specific
statement about the minimum value acceptable. The
prototype engine under development appears to have
a satisfactory engine angle/sleeve length
configuration and this configuration is used for
tne compressor design put forward in £ig.2.
DESCRIPTION OF A DESIGN FOR A SHAW TYPE COMPRESSOR
Fig.2 shows a general assembly drawing in plqn
view of a single stage Shaw type air compressor
with four cranked sleeves and a 40° machine angle
(machine angle is defined as the angle of inclination between the two machine axes).
Although
this drawing probably does not represent the
optimum layout for this type of compressor, a
reasonably detailed design has been done to show
that the basic principles can be translated into a
practical machine.
The components of this
compressor were desi~>ed so that they could be
produced as simple sand castings while all the
machining operations could be performed on standard
machine shop equipment. These considerations mean
that the compressor design would be somewhat
different if it had to be produced on production
machines with production methods.
This should be
borne in mind during the following paragraphs where
the machine design is first described and then
appraised.
It can be seen thatthe two rotating drums are
contained within an enclosure that is formed by two
longitudinally finned casings. The similarity
between these two casings is such that they could
be machined from the same aluminium castings. The
function of these casings would be to contain the
oil thrown from the rotating drums.
The oil would
be collected in a sump which is not visible in the
plan view of the machine,
A high pressure oil
pump is shown and this delivers oil to an oil feed
pipe that runs down the centre of one of the fixed
shafts.
The oil is distributed to each rotating
drum and thence to the sleeve to bore bearing
surfaces.
A high capacity low pressure oil pump
would also be required and this is not visible in
the drawing.
·n,is would take its drive from the
same end as the high pressure oil pump and it would
feed oil onto the rotating elbows of the cranked
sleeves as well as to the ball and roller bearing
assemblies.
Thus, the compressor would be oil
cooled and it is intended that an oil cooler would
be included in the low pressure oil pump feed line.

on the back plates.
The finned liners would best
be produced in centrifugally cast iron.
All eight
pistons would be identical apart from the valve
assemblies mounted in their crowns. The shape of
the piston crowns takes the form of a cone truncated
by an inclined sectioning plane,
This shape can
fill the working chamber completely, apart from
allowances for manufacturing tolerances, thus
satisfying the requirement for minimal clearance
volume which is an essential requirement for an
efficient compressor design.
The pistons are
mounted on stems which in turn are rigidly mounted
to the back plates.
The pistons would be designed
to run clear of the internal cranked sleeve bores:
this can be achieved because the only force that
acts to deflect the pistons towards the walls is a
centrifugal force.
Calculations show that a piston
side deflection of the order of only 0.005 mm is
caused by the centrifugal force at 1500 rev/min.
The piston rings would be conventional in design,
although they would have to be pegged because of
the relative rotation between the piston and sleeve
surfaces.
The valves shown in the crowns o£ the
pistons are conventional automatic strip type
valves.
A device to unload the compressor during
starting is shown on the intake valve assemblies,
This device is spring loaded to open the intake
valves when the compressor is stationary and at the
low rotational speeds, but as the compressor speeds
up the valves are allowed to operate normally.
The cranked sleeves would be fabricated from two
steel tube sections welded at the elbow.
The
fabrication would be stress relieved after welding
and, with the help of a special fixture, the inside
and outside diameters would be finish turned on a
lathe. This method o£ construction has proved
entirely satisfactory for the-cranked sleeves used
on the prototype Shaw internal combustion engine.
On the compressor version, there is no requirement
for an accurate finish on the external part of the
sleeve elbow: this part is the most difficult to
machine as it requires a specially adapted lathe
for turning. The basic sleeve material would be a
mild steel for machinability and ease of welding,
while a chrome plating could be added to give the
necessary wear properties.
Two rotary lip seals are included to seal the
transfer of air from the fixed shaft to the rotatirg
drum.
These seals prevent the oil mist present
within the enclosure from contaminating the intake
air. The transfer of high pressure air from the
rotating drum to the fixed shaft on the delivery
side is sealed by 2 sets of 3 externally sprung
rings running against a liner pressed into the drum
back plate.
Alternatively, a type of stuffing box
arrangement could have been used, but this could
increase the mechanical losses.
Access to the valves could present a substantial
practical problem in the design shown in fig.2.
This could be improved by use of large-diameter
face seals in place of the lip seals at the outer
ends of the shafts, and redesign of the piston
mounting so that pistons may be withdrawn, complete
with valve assemblies, through access holes in the
drum backplates.
The corresponding problem of
changing sparking plugs in the engine version has,

Each rotating drum is made up from six components;four finned liners that form the bores in which the
sleeves run, a centre plate onto which the
synchronising gear is mounted, and a back plate
which contains the air passages that lead the air
to. and from the piston stems. The drum on the
intake side would be identical with the drum on the
exhaust side apart from certain obvious differences
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in fact, been solved in this way.
The compressor would have a 360 m3 /hr piston displacement at an operating speed of 1500 rev/min.
This operating speed is typical of contemporar y
medium size piston type positive displacemen t
compressors . The Shaw machine would require
approximate ly 18 kW input shaft power for an air
delivery pressure of 3.5 bar.
APPRAISAL OF SHAW TYPE CDMPRESSORS
For a new type of compressor to be successful in a
given application , it must show some significant
advantages over existing types of machinery without
With
introducing any significant disadvantag es.
this statement in mind, an appraisal is made of
Shaw type compressors with particular reference to
the design described in the preceding section.
Piston speed, valve area and inertia forces
These are three fundamental design consideratio ns
by which the performance of a piston type positive
displacemen t gas compressing machine can be judged.
In recent years there has been a tendency to reduce
the stroke/bore ratio on reciprocatin g compressor
designs from ratios of greater than 1.0 to,
typically, 0.85. One of the reasons for this has
been to obtain a reduction in the mean piston speed
as long service life is a very important requireMean piston speed would
ment for a compressor.
not have the same significanc e on a Shaw type
machine as, for one reason, there is no piston side
The total stroke/bore ratio of-the
thrust.
4 x 10- 3 m3 Shaw machine is 1.2, but as there are
two pistons the individual ratio for each piston is
This implies a low mean piston speed,
0.6.
although the situation is complicated by the
additional rotary motion between the piston and the
sleeve surfaces.
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No direct inertia loading comparisons can be made
between the Shaw and conventiona l reciprocati ng
compressors because the mechanisms and components
A measure of
involved are completely different.
3
3
the inertia loading on the 4 x 10- m Shaw machine
into the
values
g
substitutin
can be obtained by
kinematic equations derived in the Appendix to this
n
This shows that the maximum acceleratio
report.
3
m/s 2 ,
of the cranked sleeve would be 2.2 x 10
resulting in an inertia force of 5.56 kN assuming
The maximum force
a sleeve mass of 2.5 kg.
resulting from the gas loading on the sleeve that
has to be reacted by the liner surfaces is 1.7 kN
for a working chamber gas pressure of 3.5 bar, and
this will be ignored in the subsequent reasoning.
If it is assmned that the maximum sleeve inertia
loading is taken uniformly over the projected liner
surface that is common to the sleeve, the resulting
2
For
maximum bearing pressure is 450 kN/m •
comparison, the maximum connecting rod bearing
pressure on a current auto=bile engine is quoted
as 29,775 kN/m2 in ref.4. Admittedly, the sleeve ro
liner motion on the Shaw machine is complicated by
the addition of an oscillatory motion superimpose d
on to the rotary motion, but the degree of
difference between the two bearing pressure values
suggests that there should be no difficulty on this
score.
Machine balance and speed fluctuation characteris tic

Smw m/c

-~I

40

Fig.3 shows plots of the ratio of (area available
for valves)/(pi ston displacemen t volume per
cylinder) versus piston displacemen t volume per
cylinder for conventiona l reciprocatin g compressors
with stroke/bore ratios of 0.85 and 1.2, the area
available for valves being optimistica lly taken as
The figure of the
the area of the cylinder bore.
3
3
available valve area for the 4 x 10- m Shaw
compressor is also plotted - this figure being based
on twice the area of the cylinder bore (as the area
of both piston crowns is available for valves) less
a 15% allowance for piston skirt thickness. There
is clearly considerabl e scope for larger valve
areas, and hence smaller pressure losses on the
In practice the area occupied by
Shaw machine.
valves in the conventiona l machine would rarely
exceed 60% of the value assumed in fig.3, so the
comparison would in practice be even more favourab~
to the Shaw machine.

3-Q

dr.;pU:ement '.'Oiume per cyhnder

CMlibble for '.ll\ves

TI1e section of this paper.on machine kinematics has
shown that the Shaw type compressor is in complete
dynamic balance providing that it has two or more
equi-spaced cranked sleeves. This is in contrast
with reciprocatin g compressors with in-line
cylinders where six is the least number of cylinders
with which complete dynamic balance can be obtained.
Reciprocati ng machines usually require a flywheel to
minimise speed fluctuation s due to differences in
driving torque requirement s during a machine revolution. A flywheel would be quite superfluous on a
Shaw machine as approximate ly 75% of the engine
mass is rotating.

Available valve area Shaw machine versus conventiona l machine
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Overall Machine dimensio ns
The Shaw machine detailed in £ig.2 has overall
casing dimensio ns of 800 x 475 x 425 mm. The unit
overall dimensio ns would rise to 880 x 625 x 425 mm
with the addition of provisio n for oil cooling and
air filtering .
For comparis on, a commerc ially
availabl e single stage reciproc ating compress or
with a similar piston displacem ent and a 3.5 bar
air delivery pressure has overall dimensio ns of
625 x 865 x 1095 mm (length x width x height)
without motor.
Thus, the 4 x lo- 3 m3 desi~< of
Shaw machine shows some advantag e in overall volume
occupied although it would depend on the installa tion as to whether this could be used to advantag e.
The noise and vibratio n produced in existing types
of large, rather slow, reciproc ating compress ors
are a particul ar nuisance when they are installe d
in building s below offices, hospital wards and the
like,
The cost of suitable foundati ons and
acoustic treatmen t can become substan tial.
The ·
Shaw compress or would require only slight
foundati on and should be intrinsi cally much quieter.
As has been previous ly stated, the 4 x 10- 3 m3 Shaw
machine design represen ts a demonst ration layout
where simplici ty of manufact ure has been an
importan t consider ation.
A gain of 25% in piston
displacem ent volume could be obtained by incorporating five instead of £our sleeves together with
making certain modifica tions to the air intake and
delivery passages ,
Further increasf fiin piston
displacem ent for a mac;.ine of given overall dimensions could be obtained from careful optimisa tion
of the followin g factors: - engine angle, pitch
circle diameter of the bores, bore size, sleeve
length and number of sleeves. A case could be made
for obtainin g still greater output by adopting a
Loss Component

relative ly high machine rotation al speed. The case
would be based on the inherent balance and the lar~
area availabl e for valves on this type of machine.
Mechanic al efficien cy and sealing losses
Several promisin g ideas for new types of compress or
have failed because either it has been impossib le
to design a satisfac tory sealing arrangem ent or the
machine 's internal losses have been excessiv e. One
of the advantag es of the Shaw type machine is that
conventi onal piston rings are required to seal the
working chamber and conventi onal rotating shaft
seals are used to seal the transfer of gas from the
rotating drums, so that no new seal technolo gy need
be evolved. The leakages from the working chamber
of the Shaw machine would be greater because it is
sealed by two pistons instead of one. However,
consider ation could be given to partiall y pressurizing the regions behind the pistons as the percentage change in volume of these regions during a
machine ·revoluti on is relative ly low. Leakage
losses would also occur in the transfer of gases
from the rotating drum to the fixed shaft.
The mechanic al losses in a Shaw machine would be
made up from the followin g compone nts:- piston and
piston ring losses, losses between the liner to
sleeve surfaces , bearing and seal friction losses
between the rotating drums and the fixed shafts,
pumping losses transfer ring gas to and from the
working chamb~r, windage losses and ancillar y losses
such as oil pump, cooling fan, etc. These loss
componen ts are compared with equivale nt reciproc atlig
machine losses in the followin g table:-

Shaw machine versus equivale nt reciproc ating machine

Piston and piston rings

There would be no piston losses on a Shaw machine. This contrast s
with
the piston side thrust losses present on the connecti ng rod/cran kshaft
mechanis m of a reciproc ating machine.
Ref.5 shows that the piston side
thrust losses are usually the greatest single factor in a loss table.
The piston ring losses would be theoreti cally greater on a Shaw machine
because of the extra distance travelle d by the rings relative to the
sleeves due to the extra rotary motion.

Losses between the liner to
sleeve surfaces

The magnitud e of these losses depends on the lubricat ion regime that
exists between these two surfaces . If full film lubricat ion cmi be
establis hed, this component of the losses would be relative ly small.
boundary lubricat ion exists, this loss would be signific ant.

If

Rotating drum bearing and
seal friction losses

These losses should be about equal to the cranksha ft bearing and seal
losses on -an equivale nt reciproc ating machine,

Pumping losses

Little differen ce between the two types of machine.

Ancillar y losses

Little differen ce between the two types of machine.

Windage losses

Greater on the Shaw machine, but not a signific ant loss at 1500 rev/min
rotation al speed,

This table shows that the Shaw machine gains because it has no piston
side thrust losses, but loses
because of extra piston ring losses and sleeve bearing losses.
It would be too speculat ive to estimate
figures for these losses, as they can only really come from actual machine
measurem ents,
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Manufactu ring Cost
The Shaw machine can only start to show its advantages of balance and compactne ss in versions using
As the most
three or more cranked sleeves.
important single factor in the manufactu ring cost
of a conventio nal compresso r is the number of
cylinders , it can be deduced that Shaw machines
would most likely be competitiv e in applicatio ns
where conventio nal compresso rs with three and more
This would tend to
cylinders are currently used.
3
displacem ent and
piston
/hr
m
(200
medium
the
in
be
above) and large compresso r field. A Shaw machine
could be manufactu red from less raw materials than
an equivalen t reciproca ting machine because of its
compactne ss and moderatel y stressed component s.
An earlier section of this paper has demonstra ted
that no sophistica ted machining technique s are
These
necessary to produce this type of machine.
considera tions lead to a claim for a low manufacturing cost for the Shaw machine.
Maintenan ce
Providing that the initial design is properly done,
very little maintenan ce other than oil changes
The large available valve
should be necessa~y.
area should allow room for valve component s with
If frequent valve
low stress and long life.
servicing is anticipate d, there is the possibili ty
of design for the removal of the valve by withdrawal through the hollow piston stem and access
holes in the casings, so that complete disassemb ly
would not be required, as indicated in the section
describing a design for a Shaw type compresso r.
Piston ring changes as well as bearing and seal
maintenan ce would provide no particula r difficulties to a maintenan ce engineer.
Oil-free delivery, multi-stag e and self contained
unit versions

An oil-free delivery version of the Shaw compresso r
can be obtained relatively easily as there is no

side thrust between the piston and the cranked
sleeve. Oil exclusion seals would be fitted
between the piston stems and the internal bores of
the cranked sleeves: this is shown schematic ally
Tbese seals would exclude oil from the
in £ig.4.
central part of the cranked sleeves and hence the
PTF£•coat ed or carbon piston
working chambers.
rings would be required.
Multi-sta ge versions of the Shaw machine would be
feasible, the second stage cranked sleeves naturally
having smaller bores than the first stage cranked
sleeves. Versions of the machine with four sleeves
would have each first stage sleeve diametric ally
opposite a second stage sleeve and would require
the following condition s to be met for dynamic
balance:- the machine drums to be in balance, tne
sleeves diametric ally opposite each other to have
the same mass, same centre of gravity position and
be the same distance from the drum axis. Twostage versions with six cranked sleeves waul~ allow
differenc es in mass and centre of gravity position
between first and second stage sleeves as they
could be considered to be made of two sets of three
sleeves: providing each set of sleeves was equispaced on the same pitch circle diameter, dynamic
balance would be achieved. Six cranked sleeve
versions would be preferabl e as these would give
symmetric al intake and delivery character istics,
whereas these would not be possible with four
sleeve versions.
Mixed compresso r and internal combustio n engine
versions are also worth considera tion as these
could be designed to provide very compact compressed
air supplies. They would best take the form of
four sleeve machines with one set of diametric ally
opposite sleeves acting as a compresso r, while tlle
Tne
otller set would provide the driving power.
engine could be designed to operate on either a
spark ignition or a compressio n ignition two-strok e
cycle. The inlet mixture and exhaust gas flows
would be timed by the relative motion between ports
positione d in the sleeves and liners, so no extra
mechanism s would be necessary .

OIL EXCl.USIOf\1

OIL E:.i<CLUSIIJf\1 SEALS

Fig.4

Oil free delivery version of the Shaw machine
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CXJNCLUSIONS

APPENDIX

A new design of compresso r can be put forward based
on the Shaw machine principle . This design of compressor would satisfy the fundament al_require men7
of having a minimal clearance vo-lume ~n the workl.ng
chamber minimum volume position.
The working
chambers would be sealed by conventio nal piston
rings, and the machine could be manufactu red using
conventio nal machine shop equipment . Versions of
this machine with two or more "cylinder s" would be
in complete dynamic balance.
A Shaw macnine of a
given piston displacem ent could be de~igned to b7
considera bly more compact than an equ~valent rec~p
rocating machine.
The Shaw machine compares
favourably with existing machines when such factors
as mean piston speed and available valve area are
considere d. The leakage losses could be greater on
a Shaw machine and the frictiona l losses appear
comparabl e with reciproca ting machines. The Shaw
machine would be competitiv e in applicatio ns where
multi-cyl inder piston type positive displaceme nt_
machines are currently used.
Multi-stag e and o~l
free delivery versions of the Shaw machine would be
quite feasible.
A mixed compress or/i.e. engine
version could be designed and this would be an
exception ally compact compresse d air supply.

Nomenclat ure
R

Pitch circle radius of macnine drum
(i.e. distance between drum and sleeve
axes)

m

mass of sleeve

L

distance between sleeve centre of gravity
and sleeve geometric centre
nalf engine angle

e

angle that sleeve nas turned tnrougn from
its minimum volume position

N

number of sleeves

w

angular drum velocity
angular drum accelerati on

x,y

coordinat es tnat describe position of
sleeve centre of gravity

x,y

velocity component s of sleeve centre of
gravity

·x.,y

accelerati on component s of sleeve centre
of gravity

X,Y

defined in figure

T

time
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In this appendix we investiga te tne kinematic s and
dynamics of the sleeves. The first step is to
establish equations for tne position (x,y) and
velocity (x,y) of the centre of gravity of a
sleeve referred to rectangul ar axes in the plane
of symmetry of tne machine.
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sleeve are indicate d as it rotates at
In fig.A.l the essentia l features of the geometry of the path of the
g parallel to that of the drum.
remainin
axis
own
its
drum,
the
of
axis
the
constant angular velocity w about
D of the sleeve are
point
central
the
of
In the plane normal to the drum axes, the coordina tes (X,Y)
X

R cos 6

Y

R

sin

6

In the plane of symmetry , the centre of gravity G is seen to be at

referred to a centre at the drum axis.
the point

X sec a + L
y

x
y

and substitu tion for X and Y gives
R cos 6 sec a + L }
x
}
y
R sin 6

. . • • . (l)

The velocity componen ts (x,y) follow immedia tely by differen tiation as
-Rw sin

e

}

sec a

Rw cos 6

y

and the accelera tion componen ts
X

y

-Rw 2 cos
-Rw

2

. • • • . (2)

}

e sec

a -

RW

(x~y)

sin

as

e sec

a

. . . • • (3)

}

cos 6

sin 8 + RW

}

about 0.
The moment of momentum may now be calculat ed for N sleeves in rotation

(y
/

-;\ -- "'!z ..

/
I.

Fig. A.2

Moment of Momentum

Moment of Momentum about 0
(N terms)
- m R w cos 6(R
- m R w .cos.

cos 6 sec a + L) - m R w cos (6~) (R cos (6~) sec a + L)

(6~)

(R cos (6+if) sec a + L) +

• . . • . (4)

(N terms)

ons
This result may be simplifi ed by use of the followin g standard expressi
sin2 A + siJ (A+B) + siJ (A+2B) + ...• N terms

N

2N

2

+

cos (2A + (N-l)B) sin BN
2 sin B
cos (2A + (N-l)B) sin BN
2 sin B

sin
cos A+ cos (A+B) +cos (A+2B) + ...• N terms= cos (A+~ (N-l)B)
sin 2 B
and the resultin g expressi on is, after some
Moment of momentum

BN

reduction~

• .

2
- m w R N sec a
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• .

.

(5)

apart from when N

= 1 or 2,as

the trigonometric formulae break down in these cases,

When

N

1

Moment of momentum

=-

m R w (L cos 0 + R sec a)

When

N

2

Moment of momentum

= -

2 m w R2 sec a

We see, therefore, that except for N = 1 the moment of momentum is independent of 6. There are tnus no
inertia forces acting to accelerate or decelerate the mecnanismwhich will rotate at constant speed in
the absence of friction or other applied moments.
we now calculate the inertia forces at 0 due to an assembly of N equi-spaced sleeves rotating at constant
angular velocity,
Referring to Fig.A.2, let F and F denote force components through o,
y

X

Noting in equation (3) that
Fx

w

=

0, we find

m(-Rw 2 sec a cos 0- Rw 2 sec a cos
-m Rw 2 sec a

l

(6~) -

Rw 2 sec a cos

2n
4n
cos 6 + cos (0~) + cos (6~)
+

(6~) ... ,,)

(cl terms)

..... J

Using one of the previously quoted trigonometrical results, it follows that
F

X

0

apart from when N

=1

• . • . • (6)

Also
Fy

m(y'l + ~iz + • • • • .'yN)

m(-Rw 2 sin 6 - Rw 2 sin (6 +

~TI)

-

Rw 2 sin

(9~)

-Rmw 2 (sin 6 + sin (97) + sin (6-4f-) + ...•. )

•••.• )

(N terms)

(l'i terms)

Using the following trigonometrical formula:
sin A+ sin (A+B) +sin (A+2B) + ..•

= _s~i~n~(A~+~•r'~(N~-~l~)_B~)~s~i~n~~B~N
sin

i B

(N terms)
it follows also that
1'

y

0

apart from wnen N

Thus, apart from N

l, both F

X

=

l

. . • . . (7)

and F are zero and the macnine is in perfect balance,
y
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